
Rocks and clay.  
 

Where can we find it? 
Rocks are in the ground and people have used this as building material for years. 

Different rocks have different names like slate, sandstone and marble. People chop smaller blocks 

out of big rocks and use them. They do this in a quarry (see picture below). Some of these rocks are 

very expensive. 

Clay is soft soil and it can be pressed into a shape and baked in an oven. Bricks are hard as rock but 

are cheaper to make. 

 

What do we make with rocks and clay? 
• We use rocks and clay as a building material. Very old houses often look the same because 

they are built with the same rocks. Important buildings are often built with expensive rock. 

• We now often live in houses build from bricks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Rocks can also be used on roofs as tiles from slate, or baked clay as roof tiles too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• We also use rocks and bricks to make floors and roads 
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How does it affect our environment? 
• By digging for rock, people damage the area. They get rid of trees and animals cannot life 

here any longer.  

 

 
 

• Baking bricks takes a lot of energy and makes the air dirty. 

  

What can we do to help the environment? 
 

We need building materials so we cannot just stop using rocks and clay.  

However we could: 

• Re-use old building materials 

 

• Use different building materials in some cases 

 

• Make the quarry a nice area again 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity: 

Watch the clip below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEvoXuFKSA0 

I know a story that used 3 different materials to build houses – The Three little pigs. Read the story 

or watch a clip of the story on you tube. 

Can you design a brick house for the three happy pigs? Write labels on your design to show which 

materials you used. 

Extra activity - Write a thank you letter to the brick factory for making the bricks. 
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